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Convert PowerPoint presentations (pptx) to PDF and make them easily readable on any device.
You can easily convert your PPTX files to PDF with this app - just in a few seconds and completely free

Using Microsoft PowerPoint you can create impressive presentations that your audience will love. However, if you are collaborating with other users and want to ask their opinion regarding the presentation without them having PowerPoint installed, a solution is converting the presentation to PDF and sending it to them for review. 
Viewing a PowerPoint across devices can be tricky with the possibility of missing fonts, images, graphics, and other compatibility issues. Because of the inconveniences that can occur, productivity in a business setting can be slowed down by these setbacks. Thatâ€™s why the PDF format was created: to provide a universal and portable file able to be viewed from any device. Using our  PowerPoint to PDF converter, you can instantly make your PPTX viewable on any device without altering the fileâ€™s formatting.

Our free PDF converter is the best solution for converting PowerPoint to PDF files. You can quickly convert your PowerPoint presentations to PDF format while preserving the precise formatting and layout of your slides.

Thank you for your using Convert PowerPoint to PDF (Microsoft PowerPoint presentations to PDF)
Updated on
May 8, 2023
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation, App activity and 2 others
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October 1, 2022
You can only select one document at a time, at least 3 then its better.. you'll be converting, going back again it's a waste.. all documents should appear at once not in preferable files. And, I've rated this app but it keep popping up after every file conversion, wanting to be rated, this is annoying.
20 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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February 21, 2021
Good app don't take much time like others and also don't have page limit system also very easy to use just few clicks and work done. By far the best pptx to pdf format converter (this is a genuine review)
41 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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June 12, 2021
Very useful app, with nice and convenient display. Does the job. If only you could somehow remove even the little panel ads by giving you a little something , that would be good.
19 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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